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Magic clay series items for car details; 
Clay bar, sponge pad, towel, mitt…
And applicator accessories, tools;
OEM and ODM; 

BRILLIATECH
Product catalogue 2014
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Patent

Certificate

Laboratory

ODM

OEM
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About Brilliatech:
Brilliatech (a short for Brilliance Technology) 
registered in Hong Kong; also have a office 
in Shen Zhen; and Factory in Dong Guan 
City;  it is very convenient by air, land in 
transportation and sea;  Hong Kong center 
to DongGuan office about 1H 30 minutes by 
train CRH;  ShenZhen office to DongGuan 
Factory about 30 minutes by train or car;  
welcome to visit our office and factory. 

Brilliatech have been doing car care and 
washing item for 8 years;  it is not only 
developing, producing the items; also have 
professional laboratory to test the items; try 
to best items for you. 

www.brilliatech.com
HongKong: UNIT 04, 7/F, 
BRIGHT WAY TOWER, NO. 33 
MONG KOK ROAD, KOWLOON, 
HONGKONG.

Shenzhen office:
Tel: 86 755 21818482; MP: 13528494531 

DongGuan Factory:
Tel: 86 769 81230156; MP: 18122873431
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Brilliatech Idea and vision:
Brilliatech position: professional team support 
customer; 

Deep technology to reach customized unique 
product. Satisfy customer requirements 
products and service

Suitable price for high quality service and 
product;  Laboratory and Quality control 
system ensure your order good quality and 
delivery in time; 

PMC will give you a nice schedule for your 
project;  

Brilliatech is your partner, your product 
development engineer, also your factory,  
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BT-7001 Foam Lance

Specification:
1. Inlet: ¼’’ BSP.
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BT-7001 Foam Lance:  
Package: 1 set a inner box (1Kg);  
12 set/carton; 13Kg/carton (12Kg+1KG carton)    

1. Inlet: ¼’’ BSP.
2. Nozzle: 1.25 mm.
3. Tank capacity: 1000 ml, 1 L.
4. Rated Pressure: 160 Bar, 2300 Psi.
5. Permissible Pressure: 180 Bar, 2600 Psi.
6. Rated Flow Rate: 20 L/min, 5.6 gallons/min.
7. Rated Temperature: 60  o C, 140  o F
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BT-7001 Foam Lance
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BT-7001 Foam Lance Connectors:   5pcs/bag;  

Karcher (Plastic with brass thread). 
Karcher HDS Pro (Plastic and brass).
Nilfisk Kew/Alto (Brass).                         Hobby Lavor (Brass).
Bosch (Brass).                                        Kranzle M22 (Brass).
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BT-7002 Tornador Classic Cleaning Gun

Product Description

Free Speed 3600 RPM

Durably
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Dirt and grime are immediately released from fabrics, carpet, and solid surfaces.
The Tornador Car Cleaning Gun releases a fine mist of cleaning solution that does not 
over saturate surfaces. You'll see the liquid turning dirty as grime is released from the 
surface. Wipe with a microfiber towel. Then turn the dial to shut off the water and use 
the compressed air to dry the cleaned area. It's that simple.
Use the Tornador Car Cleaning Gun on the dashboard, door panels, steering wheel, 
fabric upholstery, carpet, floor mats, and between seats. The Tornador cleans in tough-
to-reach places between seats and in seams. Because it releases so little liquid, 
surfaces dry quickly. More information please visit website www.brilliatech.com

Free Speed 3600 RPM

Air Consumption 20 L/min

Water Consumption 3.6 L/min

Air Pressure 6.3 - 8 Bar

Air Inlet 1/4'' or as per your requirement

Alternative Parts Available

Pot Capacity 1000 ml (1L)
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BT-7002 Change the connector for different functions; 
1 set = 2 Gun Heads + 1 bottle + 1 Gun + 2pcs Tornado  Guide;

A: High Quality Plastic Splay of the Gun Head
B: High Quality Brush for of the Gun Head     

A                                   B
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2pcs Tornado Guide: 1pc assembly in the gun; and 1pc reserve;  
It is double operational life span (working life of the gun); 

Package:  1 set/ box; 4 box/ carton;  
Weight:  about 12KG/carton; (volume weight)

1pc brush head+1pc tornado guide
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BT-7003 Tornador Classic Cleaning Gun (lengthening)

Durably

BT-7003 Change the connector for different functions; 
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BT-7003 Change the connector for different functions; 
1 set = 2 Gun Heads + 1 bottle + 1 Gun + 2pcs Tornado  Guide;

2pcs Tornado Guide: 1pc assembly in the gun; and 1pc reserve;  
It is double operational life span (working life of the gun); 

Package:  1 set/ box; 4 box/ carton;  
Weight:  about 12KG/carton; (volume weight)
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BT-7004 lengthening and 360 degree rotation 

BT-7004  Based BT-7003;  change flexible tube for the Gun; 
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Package:  1 set/ box; 4 box/ carton;  
Weight:  about 12KG/carton; (volume weight)
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BT-7005 Paint Gun for Nano Paint Crystal (coating)

BT-7005:  professional coating tool;  
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BT-7005:  professional coating tool; use this coating tool, save time and 
material;  it is effective in coating process; save time and avoid not even of 
the coating;  save the expensive crystal material. 
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BT- 6017 Microfiber Pad (polishing pad)

BT- 6017 Microfiber Pad (polishing pad) : support any size:
Blue: 2 lays of the MF on the pad; a little heat in polishing process; 
Yellow: 2 lays of the MF on the pad; a little heat in polishing process; 
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Yellow: 2 lays of the MF on the pad; a little heat in polishing process; 

White: General MF on the pad; more heat in polishing process; 
Red: : General MF on the pad; more heat in polishing process; 
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BT- 6019 Microfiber Washing Pad (Wax Applicator)

BT- 6019 Microfiber Washing Pad (wax applicator) : 
support : any size, any color; 
and different production process (sewing or bordure); 
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and different production process (sewing or bordure); 
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More  items please down load  from our website www.brilliatech.com

Catalogues:  

Catalogue: Clay Bars

Catalogue: Clay Pad and Block

Catalogue : Clay Mitt and towel

Catalogue :  Washing and Wax tools; 

Catalogue: Other chemical items 

we not only have some patents for clay items; and also have strong professional 
team to study international standard and create innovative products.  
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